Brazil is ready to welcome the
world paramotor with open arms.

Event Director: Claudemir Antonio Carlos
Competition Director: Rogerio Martinati
Director Assistance: Ricardo Pattena
Other officials is going to be invited and presented in
the next CIMA Meeting.

Competition Director: Rogerio Martinati
Rogério Martinati is among the most experienced parachutists in Brazil. He started his new
career with only 14 years of age, currently 55 years old, considered one of the oldest
athletes in activity in Brazil, and a reference in technical organization of events.
For several years he participated in Free Fall Formations competitions, especially in the
FQL-4 modality. The Blue Sky team, which was one of its founders, maintained a hegemony
for about 7 years, having represented Brazil several times in international competitions.
After its extinction, Martinati continued competing in other teams, such as the legendary
"Desert Storm", the first to exceed the ten-point mark, and the Brazilian record team
"Deland Action", which represented Brazil in Turkey, in the 1st World Air Games, in 1997.
Among the titles that he achieved as a competitor, he was Brazilian Champion in more than
20 times between modalities in free fall formations of 4 people, 8 people, and speed of 10,
besides Champion Latin American.
At one time, Martinati contributed decisively to the development of the sport acting as
Technical Director of the Brazilian Parachute Confederation. In its management were
created the current Norms of Security, Sports Code and the regulation of student training,
that remains in use throughout the national territory.
His most recent works were the coordination of the latest attempts to break Brazilian and
Latin American records of great formation, ranging from 40 people, 60, 65 and 103 people,
between 1997 and 2015 and the sequential records of 75-way -2 points and 38-way 4
points.
One of the most important works developed by Martinati was the coordination of a group of
17 Brazilians, who along with other athletes from 39 nations participated in the attempts to
break the World Record of 300 free-fall parachutists in December 99, in Thailand, and then
372-way in 2004 in the same country. In both participation, his team was consecrated World
Recordist.
Martinati has its focus on safety and training of excellence teams in the sport. His way of
working is distinguished from other icons of the sport precisely because of the great
experience in working with high-performance teams, a fact already demonstrated over the
years, and that has given him several lectures in congresses and large companies, is
fundamental to the organization of great formations in free fall.

In Paramotor began his
sporting activity as a Pilot in
2014. In 2017, due to his
baggage as a competitor and
his leadership was chosen to
be Director of Competition of
the 1st Model FAI Brazilian
Championship, held in União
da Vitória. The following
year, in 2018 he was chosen
to be the "Team Leader" of
the Brazilian team that was
represented in the Thailand
World Cup, gaining
experience in this modality. It
was also the organizer of the
World Record Breakthrough
attempt for the largest
number of paramotors in
simultaneous flight in
Araçatuba, 2018, with about
250 participating pilots.
Approximately 185 pilots
were flown in a restricted
circuit without incident.

Director Assistance: Ricardo Pattena
Graduated in Marketing from ESPM São Paulo and post-graduate in Business
Economics from PUC Campinas. He is an Army reserve officer and a partner at
Skydive University.
He started in parachuting in 1971 at the age of 13 and has since performed almost
10,000 jumps. He was 20-time Brazilian champion of skydive (in 14 different years in
4-way and 8-way and 10-way in the period from 1974 to 2006) and was coach of
several Brazilian champion teams.
He participated in dozens of international championships, and the first international
competition was in 1974, when he represented Brazil in the Second World Parachuting
Championship in Pretoria in South Africa at the age of 16.
In 1981, in the US World Cup, he established the first Latin American record in a jump
with 14 points.
He was captain and world record holder of major formations twice (282-way in
Thailand and 300-way in Arizona). Organizer along with Rogério Martinati from more
than 20 Brazilian records, among them the diamond of 49 and 64, the great formations
of 80, 82, 102, 103 and the continental record of two points of 74, as well as other
more recent ones.
He took an instructor's course in 1973 in Boituva. He started the AFF course program
in Brazil in 1982 with student Carlos Edo and student Luiza Raposo (wife of instructor
Antonio Raposo). He was a double jump pilot and an UPT racer. He has ministered
over 100 basic instructor courses, ASL instructor, AFF instructor, BBF trainer, double
jump pilot, TRV sailing yacht and is wind body instructor of International Body Flight.
He was head of the CBPq Instruction and Safety Committee from 2007 to 2012, when
he installed the current instruction programs of AFF, BBF, ASL and Tandem. Its
greatest achievement was to implement security programs that "zeroed" the fatal
accident rates in Brazil in the year 2014, never done before in any country in the world.
He worked at Skydive Deland, USA as a cameraman, 4-way coach, BBF trainer and
chief instructor for 6 years from 1991 to 1997, when he developed the BBF program
along with Rob LaidLaw.

Araçatuba is a Brazilian city in the
interior of the state of São Paulo.
It is located at a
latitude 21º 12’ 32” south and a
longitude 50º 25’ 58" west,
being at an altitude of 390 m.
Its population is 195,874 habitants.

The site has already been the
scene of numerous paramotor
events, including the attempt to
break a record of more pilots in
the air, 400 pilots.

From Guarulhos International Airport please click in the link to see all the options.
https://www.rome2rio.com/map/Guarulhos/Ara%C3%A7atuba
Best Option rent a car in
Guarulhos International
Airport.
Connections Flight True
São José do Rio Preto, but
in Brazil everyone drive
because the equipment in
the airplane (extra luggage).

Technology
developed for the
Brazilian National
Paramotor in HD

Dual Infrared
sensor also
developed for
the Brazilian
Paramotor
Nationals

Company is hire exclusive to do MAPS
for the Organizers.
Nationals 2017

The month of April is characterized
by an excellent weather condition
and little rainfall.

From Hotels to Resorts, many options within 20
minutes of the event. Teams are free to book online
through several links that we will put on the Official
Event Website

Ricardo Maciel
rmwebnet@gmail.com
caju@cajubr.com
diretor@abulparamotor.com.br

